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Introduction
I n Apri l 1973, the Native Courtworkers and Counselling
Association of British Columbia held t he first evaluation since
its founding in October 1973.
evaluation were (a)

The two major objectives of the

t o provide the Association with a detailed

overview of the work of the courtworkers, the head office and
the Board of Directors; (b) and to provide information for use in
future planning of the Association .

The information provided by

the evaluation team included such things as statistics concerning
the activities of the Association and first hand a ccounts of the
functions of the Association in the field and at the head office.
Although the evaluation team was unable to obtain as much data
as it would have liked, it did gather a great deal of information
that will be useful to the Association in setting future policies
and guidelines.

In general, the information compi led indicates

that the Association has done a good job and has greatly helped
the Native community.

Despite the many obstac l es the Association

had to face, it has come a very long way in a very short period
of time .

Occasionally the evaluation constructively criticizes

certain aspects of the Association but it never strays from a
basic stance of support for the work of the Association and its
members.

CHAPTER 1:

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NATIVE COURTWORK IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Justice imposed by non-Native society confuses and

frightens many Native people, especially those relatively isolated
on reserves.

The need for a service to aid Native people to deal

with this system became clearer over the years .

In the past, Native

and non-Native officials frequently accompanied Indian offenders to
court.

Band chiefs, teachers, and friends would help the Native

accused and the court in disposing of the case as justly as possible.
A more systematized way of dealing with Native offenders, however,
was necessary.

Several small scale attempts to meet this need

preceded the development of the Native Courtworkers and Counselling
Association of British Columbia.

These included attempts by the

John Howard Society and The Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs
to supply some type of courtworker service.

By 1971, however, the

leadership of the Native community recognized a need for a much
more sophisticated courtworker service.

Consequently, the Union

of British Columbia Indian Chiefs and the British Columbia Association
of non-status Indians began planning for establishing such a service.
The two groups did not work together but attempted two separate
efforts to establish a courtworker service.
The attempt of the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs
to est ablish a courtworker program began in earnest in January 1972.
At t his time the Union organiz ed a workshop to ensure appropriate
input into their courtworker proposal.

This workshop involved a

cross-section of people concerned with Native people and the law
including Wilbur Campbell and Harry Lavalee.

The object of the

workshop was to det ermine appropriate placements for courtworkers
by asking for opinions of Natives across the province.
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In the summer of 1972, courtworker positions were
advertised
ted
~al

~hroughout

British Columbia.

Plans were made to

interview applicants and to determine the need for courtworkers
in various places throughout the province.

·ative
·s to

e

In the fall of 1972,

the Federal Department at first received two, almost identical,
proposals for a Native Courtworker program in British Columbia.
~he

Department took the position that it would not fund an

sible.

association unti l the two groups worked together and submitted

er ,

a joint proposal .

Because funding was so crucial to the succ ess

of any program, the two groups were compel l ed to try and combine
.ing

their efforts.

After a series of Eeetings in early 1973, a new

society was incorporated in July 1973.
efs
e

The constitution of the new society, which on the basis
of the Association specified that it would be governed by a·board
of twelve members, five to be appointed by. the Union of British
Columbia Indian Chiefs, five to be appointed by the British

a t ion
ice.

Columbia Association of Non- Status Indians and two to be appointed
by the provincial government.

This composition was designed to

ensure the involvement of both groups who had originally submitted
proposals, and to guard against domination of the society by either
ifs

2.

one .
The new society incorporated in July 1973 formally esta blished i t s first board meeting in Victoria in August 1973.

One

of the first considerations of the new society was public r elation .
Consequently, Harry Lavallee began a three .month trip in October
to introduce the Courtworker Association to the justice system and
related resource services around the province .

The society, also

at this time, s el ected the first eleven courtworkers and the areas
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they would serve within British Columbia.

Originally the

courtworker-s were placed in:
Nanaimo
Alert Bay
Burns Lake
Chilliwack
Cranbrook
Terrace

Dawson Creek
Kelowna
Prince George
Vancouver
Williams Lake

The new courtworkers were given a four week training program and
then began assuming their responsibilities on December 1, 1973.
At this po int the courtworkers began their mending task of
acquainting the members of the justice system, other resource
persons, and the Native connnunities with the courtwork er Association
and its significance within British Columbia.

ffi~.PTER

THE EVALUATION STUDY

2:

The need for the evaluation study of the courtworker
-:;-:-og!"am was raised at severa l board meetings of the Association
~"'..!T~r.g
~o

late 1974 and early 1975 .

Eventually the board decided

ask the Native Legal Task Force to undertake an overall

e:a:uation of the Native Courtworkers and Counselling Association
of British Columbia.

The Task Force decided that the best way

~o

comp letely evaluate the work of the Association was to retain

a~

outs ide consultant with expertise in legal services, paralegal

~!"aining

and of evaluative and administrative techniques who would

supplement the Task Force's research staff.
n

The Task Force chose

?:!"ederick H. Zemans, Professor of Law at Osgoode Hall Law School
o= York University, as outside consultant.
~ask

He together with the

Force prepared an outline of the evaluation and presented it

LO the board in April 1975.
Naturally the evaluation team realized that the Associa~:.on

was only two years old and still suffering from normal growing

pains and that an exceptionally critical evaluation would do more
ham than good .

Thus it decided that the evaluation would concen-

L-:-ate· on highlighting the development of the Association while
:.centifying problems and recommending solutions whenever possibl e.
At the beginning of the evaluation the evaluation committee
·as set up to ensure continuous communication between all levels of
~he

Association and the evaluation team . providing critical and

:!"eflective thinking from all levels of the organization in the
evaluation .

It was strongly felt by the evalua tion t eam t hat se lf-

e\·a luation should be built into the on-going life of any organization,
a.<d that such an on- going process would be particularly useful to
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this Association .

It is to be hoped that one result of this eval-

uation will - be the incorporation into the Associati on of an on- going
evaluative component.
The evaluation committee met at approximately two week
intervals during the first two and a ha lf months of the evaluation .
After this time, the team was in the field.

At the outset it became

apparent that it was not possible for the evaluation team to make
useful visits to all the courtworkers.

Inst ead it visited repre s en-

tative communities in order to make the best use of available time
during five weeks of coptinuous field work.
On the community visits, the evaluation team attempted
to first meet with the courtworkers and learn about their experi ences.

It . ~iscussed

in some depth the activities courtworkers were

involved with, the way they spent their time and their relationships
with the local Native and non-Native communities as we ll as with
the officials of the justice system and other local resource people.
Later the team visit ed resource people such as lawyers , crown counsel,
probation officers and the R.C.M . P. in each community.
All the courtworkers visited were co-operative and uninhibited i n their discussions with the evaluation team.

Many were

pleased to provide input to the evaluation and thus to the development of the Association, and hopefully, to their own effect iveness .
Similarly, the team had many satisfying and informative talks with
resource people such as judges, lawyers and probation officers.
Probably the most interesting and stimulat i ng conversations were with
officials and members of the bands.

The team was always gracious ly

received and considerable time was set aside for its work.
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The only real difficulties encountered were in at t empts
i ng
: o so licit client input.

Int erviews with former clients were oft en

in several communities where most of the clients are

; ~po ssible

: =ans ient and could not be l ocated.
c~fficult

On the other hand, i t was

to meet current clients for different reasons .

For

µne

example , courtworkers were often reluctant to allow the team to
s~eak

with clients because they felt it const ituted a breach of

conf idence.
As can be expect ed the evaluation of t he Native Courtworkers
and Couns elling Association did not fulfill all its hopes and expec :at i ons .

The team was unable to coll ect sufficient statistical data

:o give a specific caseload breakdown on the type of analysis origina l l y planned .

As well there was not enough time to spend in the

various communit ies throughout British Columbia or to talk fu lly with
Lhe head office staff and t he board .

Considerable time and emotional

e.
effort was spent on the evalua tion particularly by Ronni Richards of
sel ,
: he res earch sta ff of the Native Legal Task Force.
Despite many of the expected difficulties, most of the
eYa luation t eam ' s original goal s have been met.

The organization has

gone through a year of reflect i on and questioning.
~i fficult

:lade .

This has been

and in some cases required very difficult decisions to be

Nonetheless i t is the opinion of the evaluation team that

:he Board of Directors and the staff hav e emerged from this process
·,,·is er and stronger.

They are now more unified and better abl e to

th
set goa l s for the future growth of the As sociat i on .

CHAPTER 3:

SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT

· The- success of the Association is the result of largely ·its
ability to recruit good Native peop l e from various backgrounds to
be courtworkers.

Although recruitment was difficult at first (in

part due to the lack of a clear job description) , the Association
was still able to recruit dedicated and capable individuals to
staff its courtworker program .
The original eleven courtworkers were hired through
advertisements in newspapers in major centres.

Since then, the

staff of the Association has grown to fifty and many new courtworkers have been hired through local newspapers , advertisements
in the community, and on the recommendation of regional supervisors.
It is a credit to both the Association, and the Federal and Provincial
governments that funds have be en available to permit the degree of
growth which the Association has experienced .
The Association realized that it and the l ocal c0Jll"1unity
must be invo lved as partners in the selection of any courtworker.
As the Association grew , a steady increase was made in

··

the emphasis pl aced on community involvement in the sel ection of
a court wor ker.

Thi s emphasis should continue to grow and should

include the local bands and the non - s tatus community.

In placing

advertisements in local newspapers and areas of contact within the
community , the Association indicat ed its recognition of the importance
of hiring a courtworker from the local area who is familiar with
the region and the people; giving special consideration to young
adults from the community and to potential l eaders in the community.
The Association a l so recogni zed the importance of hiring an individual
who speaks the local Native l anguage; this i s most important in areas
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~re

:iLtle or no English is spoken by the Native community and

-~~

cc:..:...rtworker must act as interpreter for the Native accused .

~-

i:!g the local language under any circumstances, allows the

__ -=-:;.,·orker to speak easily wi th the client and to get the story
It also permits the courtworker to speak directly

s:~~ight.

_:t iamily members of the accused and to keep them informed .
::~~ugh

the Association has tried to hire people who speak the

-::i·;e language, i t has been hampered by a number of significant
:733:ems , such as, t he failure of younger people to learn t he
~ :iYe

language . or the lack of app l ications from persons speaking

- e .'ative language.
Applicants f or the eleven original positions in 1973,
'?~e

ranked in order of suitabilit y by senior staff and present ed

1
:J

:he Board of Directors of the Association for final sel ection .

~~ :icati ons
~

=ile .

of acceptable but unsuccess ful candidates were kept

In lat er hiring, the Association has chosen from candi-

.....:-:es kept on fi le, individual s who simp ly applied or those
~~~o;::miended
~<Ae

by the courtworker in the area .

by area fi eld s upervisors or senior staff available rather

:ca.1 any sing l e individual.
5

Selection has been _

Ke eping in mind the very general

.2delines of the Association , they have chosen courtworkers based

- gut reactions to the app licant ' s personalitites and attitudes ,
...s "ell as objective eva luations of skills and experience.
e

At present, new courtworker s are on probation for three
i::::J~ths .

No forma l evaluation is given in this period and no

=c::::nal procedure has b een adopted for end ing probation.

No f eed-

zck is given to the courtworker and no courtworkers appointment
.."::2.-5

been t erminated during this period.
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Probation should be a period of training when the
courtworker is not under the full pressure of t he job.

He

should however receive feedbac k regarding his performance and
should be ab l e to meet easily with his supervisor during this
period.

It is a period when the Association can view him and

he can learn what the Association is about .

Because good

orientation and training takes time, the probationary period
ought to be extended from the present three to six months .
Those employees who are transferred, promoted, or f illing new
positions should also be placed on probation for three months
to make sure they suit the new job.
Transfers have posed a real problem for the As sociation.
Transfers are given for such reasons as filling vacancies, s i ckness, personal problems, and problems on the job .

Often these

transfers are reversed or the worker is transferred again .
Frequently a temporary worker is placed in a vacant area until
a permanent person is found .

Such an unrestricted use of trans-

fers has l ed to a state of flux in the field.

This constant

changing has in some cases undermined the Association's credibility.
People lose trust in a service organization which is continually
changing its staff .

To make sure the Association not only is secure

but appears to be secure, courtworkers should remain in there
initial placement for a minimum period of two years.

This should

be sufficient t ime to allow the courtworker to gain the community 's
confidence in the work and employees of the Association.

As well,

the courtworker can use this time to develop a support system
within the community which will be available during vacations and
for his replacement.
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A.:,ot her important problem in the area of recruitment
~ he
0

Associa tion must face is the question of expansion .

Pe=so:Jnel Committee of the Board has to look after this.

:~ c::.s~

:ocate areas where the courtworker needs help and set up

~=eas

f or courtworkers.

In any decision i t makes on this

=--~~~=,

it must consider ot her Native organizations .

--::-_5e~:

time, however, we recommend t hat t he Association

-~e>.:~at e

-~

At the

on strengthening and improving existing projects

::::- : han expanding its program.

CHAPTER 4:

TRAINING
Often it is the human and personal qual ities of a

courtworker which help him do the best job possib le.

The court-

worker, however, also needs a lot of lega l training.

He has to

be able to und er s tand what goes on in the court and what t he
judge and lawyers are talking about .

His personal qualities

come into play when he puts his legal knowledge to use in dealing
with his client and the people in the justice system .

Without

l egal know-how even the most skilled courtworker would have great
difficulty in adequat el y carrying out his tasks .
The training a courtworker receives has to be connected
with the type of work he has to do on the job .

For examp l e, if

the courtworker has to do a l ot of work with juvenile delinquents,
his training should center on that area of the law.

Sim:klarly

if at work the courtworker deal s J11ostly with family problems,
training should center on family law.

Any training program the

Association begins will also have to be broad enough t o meet a
variety of needs , simply because courtworkers do different things in different areas.

Knowledge that .might be necessary in downtown

Vancouver, for example, may not be at all important on the Douglas
Lake Reservation.
To meet the number of different prob l ems that fac e each
courtworker, training wi ll have to begin with concentration on factfinding and legal research skills .

This will not give the courtworker

answers to specific l egal prob l ems, but it will provide t he means by
which the courtworker will be able to solve later problems .

In this

way, the courtworker in the fie l d can solve .most l ega l questions a l one ,
without having to rely on the police, legal aid l awyers or anyone e l se .
After concentrating on fact-finding and l ega l research, emphasis will
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b v e to be placed on counselling techniques.
_e~ends

No doubt counselling

largely on the courtworkers' personality; but no matter how

el: a courtworker relates to people, his ability as a counsellor
~:;;.::

be improved with instruction in successful methods of dealing

v:.-:h people .
The eleven courtworkers who began the program in 1973 were
_,, i;-en a three week training course and a one week orientation period .
-r:ey were provided with an introduction to the job and basic knowledge
::!Jout the law, especially criminal law.

Most of the program was in a

: ecture setting, but much time was spent visiting institutions such as
? a::ri ly Court , prisons, and Canada Manpower.
ha\·e had very little training .

Since then, courtworkers

Most failures on t he part of the court -

orkers can be directly attributed to this lack of training .

Most

::ourtworkers have done an e.xcellent job with the limited ,training
-:hey have received in the past.

In an attempt to improve this

condition and to end the differences in the amount of training court ;orkers received, the Association held a one week training session
i n May 1975.

This was an ambitious project, which most participhnts

said was impossible to accomplish in one week.
The Association did learn, however, from the e.xp·erience of
-:he May 1975 training session. Because relatively new courtworkers
were grouped with experienced courtworkers, there was a difference
in their reactions to the train ing session.

As a result, experienc ed

courtworkers thought the sessions did not teach enough and that what
was taught, they already knew, whereas, less experienced courtwork ers
thought the material was t oo much for them to grasp at one time.

..'

The

Association concluded that any further training sessions must separate
courtworkers according to experience .

Future sessions might include
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different levels of teaching to accomodate different levels of
knowledge.

Furthermore, since courtworkers understand their own

area's problems best, sessions could be held in the various
regions to concentrate on spe cial problems of that area.

Parti-

cipants in the May session also agreed that the best way to use
training sessions is for the courtworkers to adopt role playing
of courtroom scenes which have caused them particular problems
in the past.

This way many courhmrkers can easily understand

what a· problem is like and discuss it in order to find a
solution.
Good on- the-job training is given to courtworkers when
they begin work in an area .

Courtworkers need to be given as

complete an orientation to the co1!l1Ilunity and the former courtworker' s caseload as possible.

To ensure this, the

prac~ice

of

giving on-the-job training ought to be extended so that the new
courtworker spends at least one week with the courtworker who is
leaving .

This will also guarantee uninterrupted courtworker

service of the same quality to the community.

At the present time,

no single person is responsible for courtworker training.

Without

a person specifically charged with this responsibility, a successful
program cannot be organized or put into effect : · We recommend a
staff member be appointed to be responsible for the training needs
of the Association .

He can use outside help to develop future

training programs for new courtworkers and supervisors.

As well,

he can call upon participants in the training program to evaluate
the training program to help plan future training sessions.

Super vision is training on t he job.

Supervisors help

_-:worker develop his strong points and sol ve the problems
encounter in his daily work.

A lot of problems come up

.-::-:: :hen on the job and slow down t he courtworker; when
~ h~pp ens ,

~ro~lem

the supervisor can smooth things out by solving

himself or by showing the courtworker how it may be

The Association needs top-notch supervision because the
~;::~e ning

=::=ove~ent

of the supervisory aspect is necessary for the

of the Association.

The supervisor should under stand

- :=ea, be famil i ar with the law and be capable of helping the
~::worker

develop t he personal skills he requires.

Experienced

-er:isors knowledgeable in the law will get along more i eas ily
_:_ people t hey deal with and will be better ab l e to understand

--= ::ourtworkers

probl ems.

Until 1975 , the courtworkers were given little super-

.

-5!03 .

At that time Mr. Ken Pet ers was appointed field supervis or

::he area outside Vancouver and Mr. Lava llee fo r Vancouver .
Ul

For

o month period aft er Mr. Pet er s was appointed he visit ed each
_.. . . . . ::1,..or ker for about two days.

Hi s visit s were this short because

- - area he had t o cover was s o large .
-~

sort out many of t he courtworker 's problems .

~---i ~ed

-

Two days was not long enough

~:r

that if the courtworkers were going to have confidence in

supervisor's ability to hel p them, the supervisor would have

have enough time to give this help.
~e

~~ed

The Association

Because of the need for

lengthy visits and better supervision a third super visor was
by the Association.
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The supervisor should be both supportive and c·o nstructively
critical of the courtworker .

By keeping good notes and filing reports

the supervisor can keep track of how well he and the courtworker are
working .

He must be both a friend and a teacher, a role model for

courtworkers in the field.

Al l the workers in an area should meet

every three months for a discussion of conunon probl ems in their jobs.
The supervisor shoul d t ake part also in the hiring , firing
and probation of courtworkers and contribute to the community ' s
involvement in recruiting and selecting new workers for t he area .
It is important that the supervisors be given a few, but
flexible, guidelines and that he receive some support and training.
Although supervisors are now doing a good job they would probably be
doing even better if they were given better training.

The peop le

selected for supervisors up to this point have been very,capable.
Mor e t raining, however, would add to their ability to deal with t he
courtworkers and their problems.
Good supervisors are involved with the Associat ion's
;.

administration and have a good working knowledge of the law.

To give

high qualit y supervision, there should be monthly meetings for t he
supervisors with the Association staff to talk over common problems
and to be given some ideas about how to handle them .
11

Monthly meetings

ought to include workshops ' along with chances to attend training courses
to further improve . the supervisor ' s ski l ls.
To make sure t hat the supervisors are fulfilling their
numerous duties, their performance should be checked out by the
Chief Administrative Officer on a monthly basis.
Super visors must be l ocated close to the workers they
supervise.

This is necessary because of the need for a close
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- __ ::ship between the supervisor and courtworker .
1:5

~e

The supervisor

Yeadily available to help solve problems which need a

~~:ut ion

and to give any other support to the worker.

Field

ith enough room for a secretary and any courtworker
:.:1 the community wou ld permit this cl oseness .
;

.

Perhaps these

could be shared with other Native or lega l services t o
=o~

interaction and the sharing of resources between agencies .

,

ive

LS

,in gs
:our s es,

CHAPTER 6 :

LIAISON WITH THE JUSTICE SYSTEM AND RELATED RESOURCE SERVICES
'Public relations' is the first duty of a courtworker .

He has to make clear what his job is and establish working relationships with the community, justice system and other resource agencies.
To do this, the courtworker can hold a public meeting to make his
presence known to the services agencies with whom he will be involved .
Later he can meet with individuals and agencies, such as, judges and
l egal aid representatives to discuss in more detail what he can do
for the community.
Since the courtworker is basically a link between Native
people and the justice system, he has to gain and keep the confidence
of both.

To do this he must relate well to people.

By showing a

willingness to get a l ong, the courtworker will more easil7 get the
help of others when he needs it.

To establish relationships, the

n ew courtworker will need assistance from his supervisor and, during
the first week, the outgoing courtworker. If the old courtworker is
not there, help will be available from records the outgoing courtworker
has kept .
In the past it has not always been clear in the community
and especially the justice system, what the courtworker can and
should do .

To improve the situation of Nat ive people, the Association

needs the co-operation of members of the justice system .

This cannot

be achieved , however, unless these people are aware of the courtworker ' s
knowledge and skills.

To make these people aware, the courtworker

must establish good public relations and, then, strong working relationships with these officials .
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Relationship between the Courtworker and the Justice Syst em
Because the courtworker's clients are the same as those
_ : e :udge, l awyer and probat ion officer, he must establish a
==-:~-~ :arl y
_s:~=e

_ =~
(! .

good working relationship with these members of the

system.
~ill

be ab l e to demand the best possible assistance from

o::ficials .

- =:;e

-E:~~e

This will benefit the client because the court -

As a go - between for Native offenders and the

system , the courtworker can increase the understanding and

-----..~i cation

between . the justice system and the Native people .

- L1g Relationshi p with:
:e

:3e J udge
Since the judge presides over the court, the courtworker
_:;:"::..s

-

~ot

~__:.;:

his permission to do much of his work .

However, many judges

know what the courtworker is doing.

To inform the judge and

his confidence, the courtworker ought to keep in regular contact

__ ::;)re or after court and make sure the judge always knows how to
:-ker

='=-~h

t

him.

As well, the courtworker should meet with the judge to

s..:.:· · his compe tence, inform him of his knowl edge and skills, and

-=.scuss clients.
~

ion

The courtworker should make it clear t hat he is

3iased representative of Native people.

Above all, he should be

::-e::..iable and attempt only what he can do to guarantee respect .

)t

The Crown prosecutor

er ' s

In general, there is little conununicati on between Crown
_cunse l and courtworkers even though their paths cross all the t ime .

tion-

e'.'erthe less, the courtworker needs to be on friendl y terms and have
::.

~.-or king

relationship with the Crown counsel .

This will allow the

=ourtworker t o better help his client by getting comp l et e information

-~

... -

-
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about the t ype of charge .

Although a working re l ationship is

nec essary, t he courtworker must never appear to be in cahoots
with the Crown, instead he must clearly be on the side of his
client at all t i mes.
c.

Legal Aid lawyers
Since t he majority of Native offenders are defended by

legal aid lawyers , a close working relationship between Legal Aid
and Nat ive courtworkers is necessary also.

Legal aid lawyers can

provide sound l egal advice and sometimes local supervis i on of the
courtworkers.

The courtworker can help the l ega l aid lawyers, as

well, since he can give a number of services , such as, providing
background information, acting as a link between the client and
hi s lawyer, and making sure that clients and witnesses know about
the dates of court appearances.
d.

The R.C.M . P.
Along with good relationships with the judge, Crown

counsel and Legal Aid lawyers, the courtworker must be on good
terms with the police.

We found that the R.C .M. P. cooperates

with the courtworker in most instances .

Most c ourtworker s are

al l owed into the cells and are given police information about
their c l ients .

However, i n some areas police co - operation is

l ess t han i t could be.
co - operation .

A number of steps can be taken to improve

When entering a community the new courtworker

should contact the l ocal R.C.M.P . detachment and give it information on how to contact him.

All members of the detachment

should be asked t o refer charged Native people to t he courtworker .
This would improve the present situation.

As things stand , the
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_-..:::-= . - This does not give the courtworker a lot of time
=he a ccused Native.
~=es t

is made he may be able to do such things as to

=o= the

~~--=

=~e

-

If the courtworker is called as soon

accused to go home to spend the time before the

court appearance with his family inst ead of in jail.
Sometimes police officers do not take the role of the

-=ker s eriously enough.
- =-0

~ak e

To change this, the Association

clear to police administration the importance of

le

--::·e courtworker service to the community and British
lS

.:=..:::a as a whole.
-

~

Justice Council
Although some courtworkers feel that it is not worth their

~
~

=o meet

:~ _e

with the Justice Councils regularly, meetings with the

Council ought to be high on the list of things to do for the
:!"ker .

Justice Councils provide chances for interaction between

ia=ive community and the justice system.

-

=~

ought to

- ~rove

in~roduce

Therefore, the court -

•-

himse lf to the council as soon as possible.

existing relationships with the Councils and to forJn new

-, the Association ought to provide workshops on how to make use

:

=~e

e

Justice Councils and how to bring about r eform through it .

Correct ional Ins titutions
In most centres there is little contact with employees of
- e correct ions branch because there are no correctional facilities

-:he area .
er .

Courtworkers ' major considerations ought to be in

--?ing prisoners who have b een recently released, t hat is , helping
-

~

Xative off ender back into soci ety .
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g.

The Probation Service
Usually courtworkers cannot devote a large amount of

their time to probation work.

In most cases the courtworker sees

probationers once a week and may do some counsel ling at this time.
When possible he wi l l keep track of them in the course of his
daily activities and sometimes he is expected to report breaches
of probation.

The courtworker, however, must not be seen as a

law enforcement officer and therefore , should not be the direct
probation officer for any client.

To protect the courtworker's

status in the community the Association has to clear up its position
on probation.

Without doing so, there is a real risk that the

courtworker will be seen as part of the law enforcement system and
not as an aide to the Native people.
h.

Paralegals in community law offices and Friendship Centres
In the next few years the Legal Services Commission of

British Columbia plans t o set up community law offices in many of
the towns where courtworkers are now based.

These offices will •: :

emp loy par alegals whose duties will be the same in many ways as
the Native courtworkers.

To prevent unnecessary overlap and the

best use of services, the Association ought to meet with the proper
officials to plan the areas of the law which each group will cover.

Working Relationships between the Cour t worker and Related
Resource Agencies
Generally, courtworkers have little contact with local
agencies providing alcohol counselling and youth services .

The

Department of Human Resources is, a related agency , however with
which the courtworker has frequent dealings .

In the same way that

he got to know members of the justice system, the courtworker must
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-

~-=

known to these agencies - through initial m·eetings
contact.

=--~al

level - The role of the field supervisor

.!=:!.eld supervisors tend to have little contact with area
_:=::-s of other agenci es .

Howev er, t h e supervisor could

:: ::.:.e courtworker when he lacks co-operation from the staff
-

-~

organi zations .

The supervisor could talk with the

_:c= of other agencies to smooth out any confli ct s .

To make

be able to handle this important task, the supervisor
_ :::J pay regular courtesy calls to the resource peopl e with

:-__u-::workers frequently have contact.
:I::e ro le of the head office
The head office of the Association should assUJ!e r espon__ :.::y for initiating contact with the central offi ces of the

_::.:e system .

This wo1 ·ld .make the courtworkers job easier.

The

===ice should arrange meetings with the head office of the
~Aid

Society , the National Parole Service , the Briti sh

---=ia Probation Service and the Attorney-General's Department
_s::ab lish official recognition of the Association and its rol e ,
-~-~~ing

acknowledgement of the courtworker ' s duties and his right

S?eak in court .

These meetings would increase official awareness

- :ourtworkers and result in better communication and hopefull y better
~·:.ce

for the client.

CHAPTER 7:

ROLE AND IMP ACT OF THE COURTWORKER

The Association employs thirty-one courtworkers.

The

duties of the courtworkers range over a wide variety of areas and
include such things as assisting Native peop le arrested or
summoned for court appearances , assisting their families, helping
the court get infoTination on an accused Native, and giving genera l
legal and social advice.
however.

Not all courtworkers do the same things,

Different courtworkers develop different areas of interest

because of special problems.

Each adopts activities that best suit

his situation and his skills. In this the courtworker is helped by
the Association which does not set certain tasks except for t he
primary duty of attending court.
If the courtworker has several courts to cover then he'll
spend a lot of time in them giving advice and assisting ~ith legal
aid lawyers .

If the courtworker doesn't have to be in court every

day then he'll do different things such as alcohol counselling or
prison work.

It is almost impossible to list the nwnber of activi -

ties in which courtworkers in different areas are involved.
Although courtworkers deal with many people, they often
do not have a caseload in the traditional sense.

They may see

some clients regularly, but for the most part their contact is brief
and there is no follow -up afterwards.

This is alright since court -

workers are not trained as, nor are they supposed to be , caseworkers.
Furthermore the different regions in which they work put different
demands on courtworkers.

In some areas clients are almost all

transients which prevents the caseload approach whereas in other
areas most clients are residents .
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Most courtworkers meet their clients for the first time
-

~o::......
""t .

~e

•

::~ · e

The courtworker asks if the client has a lawyer and if

may conclude that his services are not necessary.

If the

accus ed needs help the courtworker solves the problem

- - -;::1.- s:

__
.... _ _ ..l.

or gets someone else to help.

== ::~e

Rarely do clients walk

street into a courtworker office to ask for help.

Any

-=-:::-: that meets with a courtworker in his office usually does

"t-:- appointment and referral from another agency .

t

Often the courtworker has to counsel in non- legal matters
-;:ecially where he is the only Native resource person.
-

~

In court,

courtworker usually refers the client to another agency and

---=.::: does not follow - up what happens to him.

Some courtworkers

-- with all Natives before the courts, even after they have a
_._..~-er

or the help of another agency.

In these

instance~

the

---:•wrker makes sure the Native accused knows what is happening
~~

-:hat he is getting the best quality legal representation .

:=::e:i the courtworker helps the lawyer with the case by getting

-==Jnnation or advising on an area 0£ Native rights with which

--=

l

;

lawyer may not be familiar.
Although the courtworker is available to provide basic

f

-=-~ourt

services to Native peop l e, he should also be encouraged to

-=..s::ruct other Native people appearing in courts on legal matters .
5.

~-=

courtworker should especially educate the community on .matters

:= Family and Juvenile l aw.

Education in th e area of juvenile law is especially
~~opriate
-~-:h .

given the wide spread juvenile probleIDs among Native

Juvenile problems are a growing concern among Native

-~un ities

and, therefore, the Native courtworkers .

Because of
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t he lack of juvenile facilities and agencies in general; some
courtworkers devote most of their time to Native youth.
Juvenile problems take a variety of forms, such as,
over-drinking and breaking and entering .

Most courtworkers think

the best way to deal with the different types of juvenile problems
is by using preventative and educative act ivities in the community .
They suggest that these involve legal information programs and
development of alternative social and athletic activities .

Some

courtworkers have become juvenile probation sponsors and do
adolescent counselling in an attempt to cure the present problem.
We wholeheartedl y support the opinions and the activities of the
courtworkers in this area.

Our only suggestion is that the court-

worker remember to use his resources to assist bands, non-status
and other Native groups to organize servic es and

facilit~es

for

Native juveniles.
Family l aw is also a major concern of the Native communities
and therefore the Native courtworker.
plagued with a number

~f

Indi an communities are
;.

problems related to family law, such as,

child welfare problems, high birthrate and the fact that Native
members of the labour for ce IDust support 3 . 5 people while nonIndians s upport 2 . 8 people.

The number of Indian children affected

by child welfare legislation is disturbing.

In 1973 over 3,000 or

about 40% of the total children under care were Indian.

Court-

workers can have a great impact in the community in this area of
the law if their role is expanded to include involvement with
cases for longer periods of time .

Courtworkers can make sure the

Child Care Review Boards are working properly and JUake sure that
appropri ate persons from the Native community are appointed to the
Boards.
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The courtworker 's commitment to legal education varies
~:a~e

to- place.

~e:!cing

- =si:e

To a large extent courtworkers are prevented

a lot of time invo l ved in community education because

of their case load .

Perhap s the Association should

=-=? guidelines to allow more time for providing community
At the present time the best a courtworker can do is
e sure his office is well advertised so that p eople in the
can come to him for answers to general questions about

=====~.; ~y

-~·

-

Centainly the courtworker can educate the communi ty by

~:::~ions

- ~o

-:=

the needs of Native people.

a:i

--=-=~

and by showing that the justice system can be responEven when the courtworker

individual, the community is educated because the infor-

is bound to be passed on to others.
Courtworkers who are most effective in court usually foll ow

- _ pattern of act ivities .

If al l courtworkers adopt ed a fixed

they could better organize their time t o ass i st the court,

es

~~cused

and his fami l y .

The need for the Native court worker in the cour t room
always been seen . · Some judges we talked with thought the

- ;:a:;

-=::··orker was of little use in the courtroom and any service he
_:~
~

supp l y was offered by another agency.

Other judges claimed

:::ourtworkers provide valuable service as intermediari es or as -

~ :..:.Yidua l

s who can arrange bail or a place to s t ay for Native

~-=-...3ed .

The n eed for a courtworker to be in a particular area

-=

related to the attitude of the judge.

-

~ertly
:~s

If the judge pro-

the accused by making sure he has legal advice th en the

~'...-orker '

~ker '

s rol e i s le ss import ant.

If he does not, the court-

s presen ce is essentia l to protect Native peop le.
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Clearly the need for the courtworker differs from place
to place because of the judge and the community itself.

One

problem results when a courtworker has his office in a large
centre and attempts to service outlying communities.

Many feel

that the outlying corrununities · do not receive proper service.
To remedy this, the courtworker can spend more time in the
surrounding area if other resource agencies are located in the
larger centre .

He could go into the court in the small er

centres regularly and spend mor e time on educational programs
in these areas .

On the other hand, given the time in travelling

he should make sure he's needed in court before making the
journey.

He could do this by having the R.C.M . P., the judges or

lawyers contact him ahead of time if he is needed in court.

Above

all, the courtworker must we.igh the demands on his time to avoid
spreading himself too thin .

If he att empts a little service to

each community, he may simply be doing an injustice to all.
If the courtworker concludes that it is best to stay in

the larger centre, he may, as some have done, train a case aide
to help in the smaller communities.

t. .

This person can stay in close

. contact with the courtworker and tell him when he needs to be in
court in that area.

The case aide can also attend court when the

courtworker is not necessary, or absent.
Another alternative to the problem of serving several
small er communities from a larger centre is for the courtworker
to move into one of the smaller communities.

This way the court -

worker can always be present in court and acquire complete knowl edg e of the community.

Unfortunately, this approach would leave

too many areas without any formal services .
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~"le

degree of integration of courtworkers- in conununi ties

~-~~

~o~

one location to another.

~ -==

':J= a

courtworker's area .

'Ihis is partly the result

Naturall y , it is hardes t to

_-:e;ya: ed in large geographical areas, and areas with l arge
__ :::=e::: ?Opulations.
~s

To make sure that the possib l e degr ee of

relative l y uni form throughout t he province , the

should reconsider the size of al l the courtworker's
priorities and needs of the people the courtworker

the present time , the Association does not have the

~:

:::ea::. with an area which is t emporarily unserviced because

__ :=ess or other reasons.

Often the position r ema ins vacant

courtworker's absence.

To improve t his situation, the

should cre ate the posi tion of roving

---~=~on

cou~tworker.

He

- ::-e:>.::.ace courtworkers who are away or assist t hose who are
busy or in need of

==

in an important case .

than one roving courtworker is necessary will be

~ore

-~ ed

hel~

after having the experience of such a courtworker,. for

--==:ed period of time.

o f the Association
Be cause statistics are limited the success in many of
...ssociation's goals cannot be measured.

It is impossible for

.::.e to find out whether Native people know more about the law

== ~h eir

attitudes are changing about the justice system or

:he attitude . of .the justice system i s changing about Nat i ve
- !e .

~ru ch

-3~ciation 's

of the problem stems from the fact that the
impact cannot be separated from other things happenin g

: :"e same time , such as, changing attitudes of whites or the
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increased inv estment of the government in the administration of
justice .

We decided that the best way to find out if progress

has been made is to talk to involved and informed citizens.
Having done so we feel that some of the Association ' s goal s are
being realized.

Other goal s cannot be assessed without important

information based on statistics which do not exist.
The evaluation team has s ome limited information on the
caseload of some courtworkers.

Monthl y r eports indicate a wide

variation in the size of caseloads .

The courtworker in Ft. St .

John, for examp le, deals with forty-.six cases per month whereas
the worker in Campbell River deals with t wo cases per mont h.
Although such a difference is at fi rst disturbing the nwnber of
cases within a period of time is not an indication of the worker's
competence.

The number of cases handled is affec ted by

~uch

factors as the courtworker 's invo l vement with the community and
the t ype of work he is doing .

The monthly reports a ls o indicate

that from December 1973 to 1975 the Associ ation handled 5,341 cases.
This is probably an underestimate since courtworkers do not rec~rd
al l the cases they handl e .

The monthly reports have been of use ,

however , because they show that impaired driving , theft and breaking
and entering are the most common t ypes of cases handled by Native
courtworkers .
Need for Role Definition:
The only reason courtworkers have failed t o _make as great
an impact as they could is because they l ack a role definition .

The

courtworker is handicapp ed because he l acks nec essary direction and
support.

Often a courtworker does not know exactly what to do in a

community, so he spends a lot of time searching for appropriate
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nS

a result, resources are wasted and the courtworker is
a.:c ineffi c ient.
o~

=e=s

On the other hand, the Association 's

regular attendance in court has prevented some
from discovering better ways to use his time to

. ·a::::xe people .
3efore doing anything else, the Association must outline
~:llo rker's

role with the help of the supervisor and the

Such an outline would not bind the courtworker to any
role but would define its boundaries.

Certain duties

expected . but beyond these the courtworker himself could

-e

3a:: is necessary in his area.
-=~=s

For example, one of the

of the Association is community education.

Within

the courtworker could concentrate on family court counselling or community education .

The outline

:.;:e Association would also include what it considered
__::.:ly possible and to what extent courtworkers services
~

~th

those of another agency.

Because the Association has not defined the role of the·
-=ker, it also has not decided whether or not he is a paraAt first the courtworker was discouraged from being a
o~ate

because legal aid lawyers thought they could do a

:ob and the courtworker could not give the best possible
__ se~ tation.
~- o~k ers

We feel, however, that with the proper training,

could be trained to represent Native clients in

__ :_- and criminal law matters.

Gradually, with the he lp of legal

e

__ ;·ers, courtworkers could become more competent in t he
::~oom

and gain the respect of all JUembers of the court .

As

_:..:. ·e advocate the courtworker could compensate for the lack of
~

la\q ers in Bci ti sh Columbia.

CHAPTER 8:

THE VANCOUVER COURTIVORKERS

The problems of the Native person in Vancouver are distinct
from those of any other area of British Columbia.

Vancouver i s the

largest city in the province and has a higher transient population
including a large number of Native persons.

The crime rate is hi g!1,

the courts are crowded and money availab le for criminal and family
courts is inadequate.

This places considerable pressure on the

Association to deal with the Native population in Vancouver .
Vancouver courtworkers have unusual roles within the
Association.

For example, their day is almost totally consumed by

court appearances and they are the only courtworkers involved in bail
supervision.

Vancouver courtworkers have done an excellent job but if

they are to deal with the number of growing problems in the Family and
Criminal courts of Vancouver, they will need greater a ss'istance from
the Association.
Qualifications fo r Vancouver courtworkers necessarily differ
from those for a courtworker who works only in a rural community .
In Vancouver, courtworkers meet Natives with a variety of b ackground
experiences.

Therefore, the courtworker has to be able to deal with

numerous kinds of situations .

Furthermore, the Vancouver courtworker

has to understand the formalities of the courtroom.

He is not able to

establish an informal relationship with the court as do many rural
courtworkers because of the number of judges rotating regularly and
l arge number of cases .

The courtworker has to know what is expected

of him in the courtroom from the time he enters unti l he speaks for a
client.
To se lect pers ons for the Vancouver area the Association
should consult with active members of the Native community .

In its
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s~ould

consider individuals who have some post-secondary

-:::c O\no can deal with a wide variety of problems and
?~=erab l y

==tlOt ,

those selected would also have paralegal

the Association should provide paralegal training

~~::e~s i ve

orientation period.

Participants in the May 1975

-; session agreed that the best way to teach paralegal skills
::~::room

-

- _....

conduct is to simulate a courtroom scene and to

::he worker ' s efforts.
Once a courtworker is select ed and working in Vancouver ,

~

s~rJc tured

supervis i on.

The Vancouver situation is unique

~l

==---e r s have immediate access to their supervisor.

The

if
~ -::~a;:

should take advantage of this by improving existing super-

and
Supervision should be structured to provide the, best give

ill

oetween supervisor and courtworker .

As well, contact should

-=-:ar to permit the supervisor to work closely with workers.

fer

-: -=·

For

s taf f meetings can be held regularly to discuss both specific

_ssues and problems like the refusal of the city police to '' allow

d and

~ ~~k e rs

into lockups before court.

From these meetings supervi s ors

fi

whether to address problems themselve s which courtworkers

--e~~de

er

--:-:: solve, or bring in the administration to add additional input

to

~oo .:.ems

with other organizations.
Al though the majority of the Vancouver courtworker's time

the
~:e~t

in court, his duties still bring him in contact with the

d

--.:::a::ion service, the Department of Human Resources, Detox Centres and

a
--

~

les ser extent correctional institut i ons and Ci ty Police . Therefor e

- = Court worker
--

- ~ously

must deve l op some relations hip with these organi zations.

he cannot know all the people within thes e groups but he can
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find and work with individuals within these organizations who deal
particularly with Native people.

These people can act as liaison

between the agencies they work for and the courtworker and inform the
courtworker of the best way to deal with other aspects of their
agencies.

This will ensure a continuous and reliable liaison service

with each agency.

Formal relationships such as these would provide

permanence as well as official recognition of the courtworker's role.
To help start relationships, new courtworkers should be given a list
of contacts withi n Vancouver and be introduced by the supervisor or
the departing courtworker to previous contacts .

The Vancouver court -

worker should also develop close ties with court clerks , bailiffs
and sheriffs.
attit~des

They can help him in the courtroom and inform him of

of particular judges and lawyers.

This information is
t

especially useful given that judge s rotate regularly and that the
courtworker must mee t the expec tations of each judge and prepare his
clients accordingly.
Two very interes ting courtworker positions in

Vancott~er

are the family courtworker officially assigned to cover family
courts in Burnaby and Vancouver, and the intake worker .

The former

concentrates mainly on juveniles on probation in Vancouver.

She

attempts to improve their family situation by working in cooperation
with the officials of the Family Court and the parents of the
children.

Any program of action is worked out with community

representatives, the family court judge and the field supervisor of
the Association.

This courtworker has been so successful that her

work should be monitored as they could become models for other family
court work in othe r areas .
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In June 1975, the Association hired an intake worker
·-

~he

Vancouver head office.

~~ cu~ie s

Other than some administrative

are to remain in the head office at all times to

peop l e who come into the office looking for help without
_

-~~gements.

Each person is interviewed and referred to a

or other agency if the intake worker cannot deal with
:-=:en herself.

Unfortunatel y, we were not able to a ss ess the

:.:::: of this courtworker.

It appears, then, that the courtworkers in Vancouver have
~

exce llent job given the myriad of problems they have had to
Ho~eve r

--

ly

~eed

if they are to be truly successful i n the future they

greater support from the Association.
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CHAPTER 9 :

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN COURTWORK AND LEGAL SERVICES
Like any corrununity service, the Native Courtworker

Association must tailor its program to the requirements of each
conununity it serves.

To best do this, the Association needs

community input into its service.

Community i nput should be

channeled through groups which include representatives of the
status and non - status Native corrununity, the justice system,
community resource services and interested memb ers of the corrununity.
This involvement will ensure courtworkers act in accordance with
the goals, expectations, and priorities of their community and that
the corrununity has confidence in the courtworker.
Although many Native people benefit from the services
of the Association, most Native people still do not understand the
justice system and often know little about the Native courtworker in
their area.

Some members of bands were unaware of the courtworker's

existence even when the worker was in a town near the reserve.

The

Association must alter this situation if it intends to truly bepefit
the Native people of British Columbia.
Courtworkers themselves can do a lot to change things by
making known their presence in Native communities.

At the beginning,

they can make public relation visits to all reserves i n their area
and meet with chiefs, councils, leaders of Friendship Centres, and t he
staff of the local band.

As well, they can arrange public meetings to

explain the services they offer and encourage community involvement.
Through these meetings courtworkers can discover the needs and
of an area .

proble~

In addition to public meetings, courtworkers can advertist

their services with posters in clearly visible locations, pamphlets
and advertisements in l oca l newspapers.
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- For the courtworker to coordinate his skills and
~es
-~: :

with the efforts of the community, a great deal of

.. ith local groups is necessary.

~ - :s ~he
~~

Aft er the initial

courtworker shoul d meet regularly with interested
his area.

One of the best places to ensure community

=::-:se to the work of the courtworker is the Friendship Centre .
.: :_e court worker cannot work out of a Friendship Centre he

wake sure he is availabl e at the Centre whenever possible .
= -e~ri~h ip

Centres are a supportive base for the courtworker in

_: and medium sized communities and have a common inte r es t in
-: :...:g loc al and transient Native peop l e .

Community input into

::-ole of the courtworker can also come from the band counci l s

~

3 .C.A. N.S.I . locals .

We be lieve that t he As socidtion s hould

-:he overseer of the courtworkers, but the loca l community must

s

-:?=::...:e his loca l role.

By involving the band councils, B.C.A.N .S. I.

- _z: s , and Friendship Centres , community involvement in t he

.t

~

~~~c:ion

-

of courtworkers will be guaranteed .

-~1,·o rker

.

Consequently the

must be in continuous communication with these groups.

Probably the best way to organize local control over
-:....e .:ourtworker, is to form a community advisory committee.

The

of the advisory committee would be to repres ent all Native
the
-::-:..:us served by the courtworker.

Although the size of the committee

; to
-~
~:!

d vgry f rom place to place it should meet at l east once a month
probably more often at fir s t .

Its major function would be to

Jlerns

-==ine the role of the courtworker, find people to fill an empty
rtise
::_::.r~wo rk e r

position, and to support the courtworker ' s work in the
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The Advisory Cornrnittee would help set the courtworker's
priorities according to the needs of the community.

If juvenile

delinquency is a major problem i n an area, then t he committee
could ask the courtworker to concentrate on t his area of the law.
Certainly it will be easier for the courtworker to get the
corrununity 's help in his tasks if he is tackling problems defined
by the local area .
In selecting a new courtworker the commi ttee should
choose someone who can best perform the functions it has outlined
in de fining the courtworker role.

It mus t also take into consider -

ation the guidelines of the Associ ation and the available community
resources.

This group would also be responsible for local

advertising of a courtworker position and seeking community ideas
for the

sort of person wh o should be hired .

The Advisory Committee

would pass its recommendations on to the Personne l Committee of the
Association for final decision.
Once selected, the courtworker should be responsible in
some degree t o the community.

The extent of such responsibility

must be agreed upon by the community and supervisor fo11owing the
general guidelines of the Association . The Advisory Committee can
play an important role in providing information on the local
situation by submitti ng annual rep orts t o the head office of the
Association .

This repo r t would describe t he courtworkers ' and the

committee ' s work.

These reports could be used by the Association f c-

long t erm planning .

Community Involvement in Courtwork:

Case Aides and Volunteers

Many of the Association ' s W©rkers have recrui ted one or
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::-e

-ersons to act as volunteers or case aides.

These are

:e -> ::erested in learning about courtwork and helping members
- e~~

community.

They temporarily cover in the home community

:::e courtworkers attend court in an outlying area.
~e :ationships

-

=~, ~hey

Although

do not provide ideal assistance for the court -

are useful in view of the large size of many

___._:- _ ·orkers' areas and the size of courtworkers' caseloads.

-

=~

i:i
~~

er -

: han providing little or no service to a community in his
:he courtworker can provide assistance through the volunteer .

-~::g

ity
~---

citi zens with knowledge of the legal system, volunteers

serve an educative function in their community .

Eventually

__ _.: eers and case aides will be the obvious choices to replace the
.s

---- orkers who l eave.

Therefore, courtworkers should continue to

.ttee
_:; t he lookout for individuals who express an interest or would
the
s...i.tab le future courtworkers to act as volunteers.

In this way,

_._,_ _··orkers could begin the legal education of a future courtworker
.n

and fami l iarize him with the area to be served .
As we l l as educating volunteers, courtworkers should spend

::.:.:=e educating the community.

The preparation of slide shows and

m
~:ogue

by the Association is a recent attempt in this direction.

ever, future community education programs must involve the
::.-::=1JI1i t y as a whole.

the

The community must take part in the formation

: !'!e presentation of any program.

At present, many courtworkers

on for

or

-a

?revented from developing educative programs because of the

_:ssure of other duties and responsibilities.
-

To allow them to

elop these programs, the Association must provide guidelines which
_:

~ommun ity

education as a high priority.

By so doing, the

--

--~---_
-

---- -

=
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Association will allow a shift in some of the courtworker's emphasis
from dealing with problems as they occur to preventing problems from
occurring in the first place.

To ensure that such a shift in

emphasis is successful, the Association must spend more money and
devote more staff to community education .

As well it should hire

a community education director whose sole responsibility is
community education.

This person would be the focus for community

education and the force behind future development.

He could get

the community advisory committee into education as well as help the
courtworker with ideas for encouraging community participation and
program planning.

One of the ways he could do this, is by bringing

courtworkers together periodically for workshops on community legal
education.

In the workshops , courtworkers could discuss such

,

things as _ways to use resources and individuals already available
to develop sound community education proj ects.
Another way the courtworker can educate the community
about the legal system is to locate one sui tabl e person i n
to act as liaison with the justice system.

ea~~ res e~

Band members with legal

problems could come to this person for assistance.

In most cases he

then could contact a person who would be able to give the necessary
help.

Sometimes this would be the courtworker but many times the

liaison can bypass the courtworker and go directly to a more sui tab l=
resource, e.g., legal aide lawyer.

The liaison need not know any

answers to legal questions but simply know t hat something is a legal
problem and where to go to get help.

By finding a person to act in

such a capacity, t he cour tworker will s ave valuable time (not having
to dea l with a probl em hi!Jlse lf) and al s o up grade the community
of the legal s ystem .

knrn·;~-
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The community, however, is not the only group in need

:.s

The officials of the justice system also have to
~ ~~out ~ative

_ =~a
:-::-:.-;s

life.

They must become aware of what it is to

reserve or i n another Native community .

They must come

··ith the effect of economic, s ocia l and cultural

__ : ~o~s on Native involvement with the justice system.

The

O?y -.:o teach members of the justice system about the Native
-----~ ::;·

and vice versa is for the courtworker to hold workshops
both groups .

e
__ :.

~e

Some of the benefits of such workshops

acquainting officials of the justice system with the
and view of the Native community and familiarizing

CT

~ative

' C>

:e

.l

~i th

the services which can be given by officials of the

- :::.:::e system .

In planning and running workshops, courtworkers
ii

-

=~ : is t

the help of case aides and volunteers for they will

-:: ..z::derstand the particular needs of both the community and the
~::.~e

~se rve

able

ga l

in
i ng
ow ledg

Hopefully the result of these worksh ops will be

- = :::cnmunity and the l egal system working together t o reform the
~--:

he

system.

system for the benefit of Native people .

CHAPTER 10:

RECORDS

Officially the field staff of the Association keep
three types of records:
2.

1.

interview sheets for each client;

monthly reports swrunarizing t he information of the interview

sheets;

3.

daily journals.

keeping records.

Some courtworkers are diligent in

Others primarily because they are too busy

attending to their cases, do not regularly keep them.

Some

courtworkers take interview sheets to court and lockups and
complete them without any prob lem.

Although this would be

appropriate for al l, others cannot find the time to do so.
courtworkers , howeve r, manage to use the daily journal .

More

They do

not use i t t o record every case but only those t hat are
especial l y interesting.

Since detailed information is so import ant

to the success of the Association, it must do something to i mprove
data collecting among its workers .
The Association has attempted to improve information
gathering among its courtworkers .

For instance, it has had three
'·

different interview sheets and three month l y r eport forms since it
began.

Initial interview sheets did not contain all the informatio:-

necessary fo r good case records and the monthly report form was
incomplete and poorly designed.

The form presently in use is

sirnp:~

than the original and provides l ess information about the client.
Since the monthly report gi ves the real working record
of the Association's services, this information must be provided
by all workers .

Admittedl y this will be difficult for some because

of the size of their area and case l oad .

But the information is

necessary for the future growth of the Association and the r efore
be col l ected .

The monthly reports should continue in the same for-
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~

::=ese~t.

_::

~-=::.::es

The Association , however , must provi de better

a s to what information should be recorded and how much
a Native person is necessary before a report is

Courtworkers complain that they do not have time to
:=:;::,lete records through regu l ar use of int erview sheets
_ - --=:: e\'en the monthly reports are inconvenient because they

-= ::_ 3 :ms y working on cases.

To remedy this, the Associati on

_2:.·e to revise its interview sheets so t hat they can be
in the shortes t possible time.

This could best be

_==:: : :.shed by compiling a check list format which could be
:: completed.

This check list might include only the age,

rnt

=.::arge and assistance offered if the contact is brief, or

lie

__e::ai led information if contact is prolonged over a longer
--=~

3=time .

Any check list form which is drawn up, however,

:. ":e done so with the help of a representative group of court -

e

it
The daily journal presents some other problems to the

ti on
_

~Tke r.

The log book is too cumbersome to be practical and

::: be carried into court.

mpler

==its

Consequently, many courtworkers use

of paper or small diaries and later have to re - copy this

--=-....a~ion

into the daily journal.

To make things more easy , the

__ ::a~ion should reduce the size of the daily journal so that it
-~conveniently

carried, especially into court .

This journ al

use
inc lude such information as all meetings, public r elations
--~and

court esy calls, and a l l case .con f erence s .

must
One of the duties of the regional office, recommended

'orma t
_::- __ e~ in this r ep or t, would be to coll ect in forma tion and to he lp
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the courtworkers prepare their monthly reports.

These reports should

be given tQ the head office, which could then meet any request for
quarterly reports or other information.
It is often difficult for courtworker s to find the time
and energy for all of this 'paperwork'.

The records are important

though as a way to keep supervisory and administrative staff informed
of what a particular courtworker is doing.

Records are important in

other ways, namely :
1)

The type of cases dea lt with provide guidance to the head office
on the kinds of training, supervision, workshops and staff
development necessary .

. 2)

They help the Association decide where new workers s hould be
placed .

3)

They help decide how area boundaries s houl d be adjysted to create
a more equal division of workload.

4)

They help dec ide what kinds of additional services are needed
and in what dire ction the Association should expand.
Records serve as a basis of conunent and comparison ori the

performance of judges , po l ice , le gal aid and conununity l aw offic es .
In conclusion, the courtworkers should be encouraged to
keep comp l ete records for the purpose of:
1)

Demons trating their personal re sponsibility towards the
'

organization and the conununities they serve;
2)

Demonstrating the effectiveness of the Association to funding
bodi es ; and

3)

Planning, evaluating and decision- making with i n the

organizati o~

--~ER

11:

THE ADMINISTRATION AND HEAD OFFICE OF "THE ASSOCIATION

During its formative years the Association opted for a
s~ em

which set the head office as the focal point of the
Unlike a decentralized structure which would have

~soc iation.

:ouraged community input and direction of courtworkers, this
__ s ::em placed the ultimate responsibility for the success or failure

=

~he

Association in the hands of head office .
Head office is responsibl e for three major tasks, name l y :
(1)

sup ervision of the courtworkers;

(2)

development of new policies, programs, and budget s ;

(3)

administration of the Association's affairs.

Each of these functions is crucial to the Association's
e==ectiveness and each requires

e~tensive

time and leadership .

Head

==ice al s o prepares the Board of Directors to make effective policy
~ecis ions
~ead
=~e

by providing information and position pap ers .

office

p~ovides

For example ,

inforlllation on the cost of operations so t hat

Board can outl i ne a budget.

The Board is r esponsible f or keeping

: :ie Association financially afloat whereas the head office over sees
-<d i CTplements the budget .
:~e

Funds allocated by the Associ ation affec t

overall service to its clients.

Thus , head office JDust cont i nua lly

:alance its administrative functions with its primary responsibility
:o t he Native community .
Although head office grew in size and budget during i t s
earl y years, it still lacked leader ship and cl ear job descript i ons .
:£t en this r esult ed in wasted time and dup licat ion of tasks.
~emedy
~•d

To

this, the Association's senior personnel Jllet in July 1975

decided that head o£fice must op erate Jllore effectively.

:onclud ed that the Chi ef Administ rat ive Of fic er mus t del egat e

They

-

- ... --

,,,--=.,
·..7 - -_

-- t..
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specific responsibilities to other individuals such as the office
manager, Assistant Director, staff lawyer and supervisors .

0

Lack
f-

of leadership and the failure to delegate duties at a crucial
time had a debilitating affect upon the Association.

At the time
t

of the evaluation, lack of leadership was one of the major problems with the Association .
aimlessly .

Head office appeared to be drifting

It advocated a policy of non- authoritarian organ i -

zation, but, instead of promoting democracy in decision-making , this
policy undermined any decision-making process at all.

The Chief

Administrative Officer ought to have been setting priorities and
seeing that delegated tasks were fulfilled.

It is essential that

individuals know who to turn to for direction.

Lack of a clear

structure at head off ice caused confusion and frustration which
ran throughout the whole Association.
abandoned.

Courtworkers felt especially

They received infrequent support, praise or direction .

Nevertheless, courtworkers did an excellent job simply because of
their diligence and dedication.
The office of Chief Administrative Officer is the critical
position within the Association.

To a large extent he determines

the success or failure of activities at all levels of the Association.
A good Chief Administrative Officer would possess many admirable
qualities.

Among others, these would include: Creativity and

thoughtfu lness - to see the potential of the organization; respect
of the community; legal knowledge; natural leadership to instill
confidence and help communication with other members of the Association.
Naturally all desireable ski lls may not be present in one individual .
The r esponsibility will be on the Selection Committee of the Board
of Directors to weigh the pros and cons of opting for some skills
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over others in selecting a Chief Administrative Officer.
Head Office Staff:
The Association must look for qualit y people to staff
the head office .

Individuals chosen must be committed to the

development of the Association and possess personal attributes to
strengthen the entire organization.

They must be easy to work with

and reliable so that others will feel confident delegating authority
to them.
At the time of the evaluation, there were the following
head office emp loyees :
1.

The Chief Administrative Officer

2.

The Assistant Director

3.

An Office Manager

4.

The Staff Lawyer

5.

Three Field Supervisors

6.

Support Staff and Receptionists.

Our only recommendation is that these individuals be
supplied with more clearly defined job descriptions .

The only new

position we recommend is a Director of Community Development and
community education.

Any new positions can wait until the

Association is more firmly established.
Assistant Director:
Gary Youngman was the fiI'.st Assistant Director from .May
until December 1975.

While Assistant Director he spent 80% of his

time on administration as well as taking charge of the media program .
His administrative tasks included involvement in the following projects :
(a)

prison liaison;

(b)

alcoho l and drug counselling;

(c)

acting Director when the Chief Administrative Officer
was absent;

(d)

Indian Advisory Committee

- 47The Associate Director can be a very valuable member
of the Association .

He might be an experienced courtworker or a

lawyer who can help the Chief Administrative Officer wi t h l egal
problems .

t h.:_5

He can also be responsible for education within the

Association and the community.

The Office Manager:
The Office Manager is r esponsible for the daily adminis trative operation of the organization.

For example , she is

responsible for such things as drafting of program budgets, direction
of clerical staff, property and equipment management and organizing
staff meetings.

At the t ime of the evaluation she was attempting to

correct the filing system at head office.

We concluded that she has
t

far too much work to do for one person.

She is especially over-

burdened with correspondence and .minutes of Jneetings.
be expected to carry out all these tasks .

She cannot

To remedy this situation

the Chief Administrative Officer needs a personal secretary to tafe

the _
app::...
act:.·

care of his correspondence and meetings, and the head office needs
an accountant who can take charge of the money spent by the
Association.

Staff Lawyer;

a --

Harry Crosby has been the staff l awyer for the Association
since December 1974.

His primary concern is the addressing of pro-

bl ems of individual courtworkers.

In the past he has been pr event ed

from devoting full time to this duty because of his involvement with
unnecessary activities.

For example, he has had to attend meetings

when a lawyer's presence was not essential.

Recently, however, he

co::_
be

~

in l

--

~-
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has been able to abandon a mnnber of activities with which he was
earlier involved.
this.

The intake worker has been extremely helpful in

She interviews clients who walk in, gets the preliminary

information, and answers routine calls and letters.

Now Harry

sees less of people knowing what needs to be done but now how to
do it .

Part of this is the increased knowledge of courtworkers but

a great deal is the result of the intake worker.
At the time of t.he evaluation, the staff lawyer was
involv ed in educational activities such as:
(a)

preparations for future courtworker training
programs ;

(b)

designing the prison liaison program;

(c)

training individual cour tworkers to deal with
routine legal problems .

Hopefully, these activities will occupy more of 1his ti.me in
the future.

~eedless

to say a lawyer's knowl edge is especially

applicable to much of the training required by courtworkers .

Other

activities with which the staff lawyer is involv ed are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the development of a courtworker handbook;
advising the administration and courtworkers;
communicating with various bodies e.g. government
bodies on legal problems of the Association .

Since June 1, 1975, Harry has kept a detailed journal and
a file of approximately 50 problems that have been given to him by
courtworkers and other sources .

Such detailed record taking will

be instrumental in determining future actions of the Association
in legal .matters and organizational po l icy.

-
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A General Overview of head office:
eve-:Our major reconunendation is for more clearly defined
pos::
office staff responsibilities and increased supervision by the
to :
Chief Administrative Officer.

We further reconunend the creation
org-

of a Steering Committee composed of head office staff to help
Nat::
co - ordinate administrative activities .

Through regular meetings
jus-:

it can discuss common problems, communicate policies among senior
wi::.::..
staff, set priorities for administration, and monitor the quality
to ...
of the work being done.
At the present time the Association lacks structure and
opportunities for employees at al l l evels to receive direction and
present concerns.

One way to remedy this situation is to create

a Staff Association.

An association such as this would allay the

feelings of isolation and powerlessness felt by many courtworker s.
This gr oup could arrange regular meetings of all courtworkers
several times a year and conduct more frequent area meetings.

It

cou ld also discuss problems of common concern such as training,
travel

expe~ses,

sick leave and size of caseloads.

A strong

staff association wil l improve morale of the staff and add validity
to the Association throughout British Columbia.

Eventually, the

staff association might apply for union status in order to bargain
on behalf of all courtworkers .

Such a move would give it greater

strength and solidify its position as an important element in the
decision making process of the Association .
By providing the opportunities for the staff to meet
co llectively , the Association would initiate within itself a model
for community devel opment - a model illustrating the importance of
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everyone in dec1sion - making and not simply a few people in power
positions.

Being a truly democratic institution would indicate

to t he Native community that the traditional structure of
organization can change and that , with a great deal of effort,
Native people can possibly alter the traditional structure of the
g

justice system and other government bodies.

The Native conununity

will reali ze that the only way to improve their position with respect
to the justice system is to get involved and to work hard for change .

CHAPTER 12:
1.

OTHER PROGRAMS INITIATED BY THE ASSOCIATION

The Alcohor and Drug Counselling Program
sho· s
I n May 1974 the Associati on initiated the first pr ogram

in British Columbia to deal solely with the deleterious affects of
alcohol on Native society.

The demand for some form of alcohol

counselling services was expressed by many Native peoples prior to
the founding of the As sociation.

•

Thus, when the Association was
Eac::

founded, plans were included for an alcohol counselling service
app::and Mr. Buzz Morissette was appointed to seek funds to support
hig::
such a program.

Shortly thereafter, the Association received a
woma;:

small grant from the Alcohol and Drug Commission to hire five
sh01·
counsellors, a receptionist and a co - ordinator.

To help ease the

acceptance of the service, and to better und erstand the problems
of alcohol abuse, all the counsellors hired were men and

w~men

who

had given up drinking.
who i
Unfort~nately,

funding for this program was discontinued
educ

in July 1975.

The Alcohol and Drug Commission chose, instead, to
Nat i

fund alcohol counsellors attached to individual Friendship Centres .
t o ;:
It is our impression that the Association's alcohol counsellors
co::s
were able only to scratch the surface of the problems of alcohol ism
and addiction.

Hopefully the new program developed by the Alcohol

Leg::

and Drug Conunission will be able to deal with the magnitude of the
a lcohol problem facing Native society in a manner which the limited

leg a

resources of the Association did not permit .

is s
for-

2.

Media Education Program
Colll!
In the summer of 1975, the Courtworker Association received
in-c

funds for a media education program from the Canada Council, the

Nati:
Law Foundation of British Columbia, and the British Columbia Justice
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Development Commission.

This prograr:i Kas to incluce three slide

shows concerned Ki-.:h:
a)

sensiti=ing of=icials of the justice system to
cu: ::z-e ~:d 1:a=.ues;

~ati:':e

b)

the :la-:ll:!:'e o:::: interaction between the legal
srs-.:e::i anc Na-:i '.·e communities;

c)

alcoho: and drug abuse .

Each show is t:o be :f!"o:::: t h·el ve to fifteen minutes long and include
approximately eigaty to one hundred slides.

The first program is

highly effecti\·e and sensitive i n interpreting the problems of a Native
woman in her f irst confrontation with the l egal system.

The second

show interprets the legal system and considers several serious crimes
and explains the offence, the citizen's legal rights and what may be
expected from the courts .

The third show is about a lcohol and drug

addiction and presents the actual case of an addicted Native woman
who fro ze to death in Fort Ne l son .

This type of community and public

education is essential for the development of understanding between
Native people and the just ice system.

We strongly urge the

Assoc~ation

to s:ontinue this program because it was well-organized and illustrates
considerable potential.
Legal Information Phoneline
On September 1, 1975, the Associ ation began operating a
l egal information phoneline from the courtworker 's head office .

It

is sup ervised by the staff lawyer, Mr . Crosby, and staffed by three
f ormer courtworkers and a l awyer unabl e to practice in British
Columbia.

All four phoneline operators received six weeks of

in-depth tra ining , from the Education and Training Branch and t he
Native Legal Task Force of the Justice Deve lopment Commission .

- 53At the time of the evaluat i on, the phone line operated from
8 a . m. unti l 12 midnight on weekdays and f or eight hours on
Saturdays.

Any Native person in Brit ish Columbia may ca ll collect

for any kind of l egal information or assistance .

Courtworkers in

the field also use the phonel ine s taff to make sur e their information and advice is correct.
Since virtually no calls have be en received aft er 9 p.m.,
the Association is considering closing the line at that time .

Thi s

s.:..
-ca

would allow workers or the late shift time to mak e contacts with

re

resource persons who are only in their office s from nin e t o five .

an
SL

Prison Liai son Program
During the swmner of 1 97 5 attempts were made t o procure
funds for a program which would p lace l iaison workers in correct ional
centres in the lower mainland , Prince George, Kamloops and Victoria.
The funct ions of these workers would include:
(a)

helping inmates to apply for parole;

(b)

providing assistance with reintegrat i on
into the community upon release;

(c)

acting as liaison between "the outside"
(families and social services) and inmates; and

(d)

acting as liaison between the inmate and the staff
of the institution.

Funding has been de l ayed while provincial government
authorities assure themselves tha t a ll concerned Native groups have
been consulted.
The Native Advisory Council
The Association has been deeply i nvol ved in the Native
Advisory Counci l to the Attorney General Department .

This council

As

a:
b

_...r:::; __ cea::..s ?rimarily with
act-:on

u;.

-;: __,..:5

reco~e:::::a:::..~:-.S

::eas of "the justice system.

_rr ..i.:_y ::..5/3, Gary Youngman became the
Nathe Ad,·::sc=-y Cou:Jcil.

Cl:a.~-::::::.-

Active membership

since t he Cm.:...""!c:::::.. \\·as formed and its fut ure ro::..e
tain at

:~e

time of the evaluation.

It was

represen-tati\·e body to serve the original purpose o=
applications for legal-rela ted programs to Nati':e
submi ssion to the government for funding.

Furtbe~~~e ,

Association's senior personnel have expended a

~-

=

gyea.~ ~~~-

attending meetings of the Native Advisory Counc-:::..
b enefit to the council or Native programs of the

·.:..~b

------

~~=·-:..;::_
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